5 ELEPHANTS WENT OUT TO PLAY

ONE ELEPHANT WENT OUT TO PLAY, ON A SPIDERS WEB ONE DAY

HE HAD SUCH ENORMOUS FUN, HE ASKED ANOTHER ELEPHANT TO COME

2 ELEPHANTS WENT OUT TO PLAY, ON A SPIDERS WEB ONE DAY

THEY HAD SUCH ENORMOUS FUN, THEY ASKED ANOTHER ELEPHANT TO COME

3 ELEPHANTS WENT OUT TO PLAY, ON A SPIDERS WEB ONE DAY
They had such enormous fun, they asked another elephant to come.

4 elephants went out to play, on a spiders web one day.

They had such enormous fun, they asked another elephant to come.

5 elephants went out to play, on a spiders web one day.

They had such enormous fun, they asked everyone to come!!
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